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The finishing touch to your perfect
Sleep Experience

H

ypnos Contract Beds are delighted
to introduce their new specialist
hospitality bedding collection. The
range comprises three ‘bundles’; pillows & pillow
protectors, mattress protector and duvet, all of

which have been especially selected to assist our
clients in supplying their guests with a superior
night’s sleep, with the added advantage of
offering real, tangible and practical benefits for
housekeepers.

What you need to know
At Hypnos, we strive to deliver products that offer both an exceptional Sleep Experience, and
support efficient and cost-effective housekeeping practices. Throughout this document you will find
the following icons that highlight the key features of our products.

135cm x 190cm

135cm x 200cm

140cm x 200cm

150cm x 200cm

160cm x 200cm

180cm x 200cm

200cm x 200cm

Pillow count included

Waterproof

100cm x 200cm

available in the following sizes

Tumble Dry

90cm x 200cm

All bundles in the range are

Anti-allergy

90cm x 190cm

Machine Washable
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Hypnos Luxury Wool Bedding Bundle
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Hypnos Deluxe Bedding Bundle
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Summary

Summary

Using natural British wool, Hypnos offers this Luxury Bedding Bundle. Wool is scientifically proven to give
25% deeper, more regenerative sleep, by adapting to the temperature of the individual. Its hypoallergenic
properties and allergy approval aid an exceptional Sleep Experience.

A step up from our Classic range, the Hypnos Deluxe Bedding Bundle offers a practical combination of
both natural and synthetic fillings to both enhance the Sleep Experience for the guest and deliver practical
housekeeping benefits.

Natural Wool Duvet

Deluxe Duvet
Wool cycle

This breathable material has the natural ability
to regulate itself, helping to keep your guests
both warm in winter and cool in summer. Wool
draws moisture away, regulating the guest’s body
temperature and transforming how well they sleep,
delivering a superior Sleep Experience.

A sumptuous, lightweight and luxurious duvet, with
a special interblend fill that keeps both feather
and down in place, ensuring a consistent spread of
depth and coverage across the entire duvet, which
in turn provides a reassuringly uniform level of
warmth over the widest possible area.

Natural Wool
Pillow & Protector

Deluxe Pillow
& Protector
Wool cycle

Wool pillows naturally draw moisture away from
the face and neck, keeping the guest comfortable.
The natural wool-filled pillow protector further
enhances both hygiene and quality of sleep,
allowing guests to wake even more refreshed.

Natural Wool
Mattress Protector

Pillow
Pillow Protector

A sumptuous, lightweight, luxurious feather and
down (interblend) pillow, offering exceptional
comfort.
A combination blend Deluxe pillow protector,
available in standard size.

Deluxe Mattress
Protector
Wool cycle

Wool mattress protectors are the most powerful
tool in regulation of temperature and are
particularly effective in keeping your mattress clean
and fresh because they draw moisture away from
the mattress and provide a hypoallergenic barrier
against dust mites.

Wool is the only sustainable, renewable and biodegradable fibre in the world. Our Luxury Wool Bedding Bundle is a truly green bedding solution.

The ideal mattress protector for breathability
and protection. The Deluxe Mattress Protector
assists in regulating guests’ body temperature and
simultaneously protects against dust mites and
their allergens, whilst also providing an added layer
of comfort for guests.
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Summary
A cost-effective, comprehensive bedding bundle, providing a comfortable sleep for your guests. The full
set comprises a duvet, pillow and protector and a mattress protector – all you need to deliver a good
night’s sleep.

Classic Duvet

Explore the range

A top of the range synthetic filled duvet, offering a
comfortable sleep for your guests, whilst catering
for allergy sufferers. This unique combination
simulates accurately the feel of natural fill, providing
both the performance of down and a lofty, inviting
height when fitted.

Classic Pillow &
Protector

Find a sleep solution that’s right for your property

Pillow
Pillow Protector

A top of the range synthetic filled pillow, providing
an extremely comfortable sleep for your guests.

Designed for Sleep
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Sleep Sets

Sofa Beds
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To complement the Classic pillow, a durable, every
day, pillow protector is available without zip to aid
hygiene and quality of sleep.

Classic Mattress
Protector

Easy for housekeeping to remove and clean, the
Classic Mattress Protector ensures that your
mattress remains serviceable for longer. This
quilted, waterproof mattress protector provides
highly effective protection against both soiling and
liquid ingress.

While every effort has been taken to accurately reproduce the colours of our products
when making this brochure, it is not possible to guarantee perfect colour reproduction
due to the limitations of the printing process. Hypnos reserves the right to alter
specifications in the interests of improved design and quality.

Hypnos Contract Beds Limited
Station Road | Castle Donington | Derby | DE74 2NU | United Kingdom
T: +44 (0) 1332 497111 | E: info@hypnoscontractbeds.com
www.hypnoscontractbeds.com
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Hypnos Contract Beds
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